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Parent & Supporter Code of Conduct 
 
A player’s public behaviour will be closely observed by others as he represents his 
League at special events.  So too are the parents and spectators expected to behave 
appropriately.  Any behaviour that is unlawful or disrespectful to others is a slur on 
everyone associated with the team. 
 
Behaviour contrary to this Code or the MBL Player Protection Policy and any behaviour 
detrimental to the game of baseball must be notified to the League.  If parents or 
supporter’s behaviour is found to be in breach of this code of conduct, they may be 
ejected from the boundaries of the venue for the remainder of the tournament/event 
and may lose future attendance privileges. 
 
Parent and Supporter Behaviour 
 
A parent or supporter must adhere to the following requirements in relation to their 
conduct during any MBL baseball activity or event: 
 

1. Respect the decisions of officials and teach young people to do the same; 
2. Never ridicule or scald a young player for making a mistake; 
3. Condemn the use of violence in any form, whether it is by spectators, coaches, 

officials or players; 
4. Show respect for your team’s coaches, other players and opponents; 
5. Do not use violence, harassment or abuse in any form (ie, do not use foul 

language, sledge or harass players, coaches, officials or other spectators); 
6. Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person regardless of their gender, 

ability, cultural background or religion; 
7. No obscene or indecent messages on signs or clothing; 
8. Not to be intoxicated or unruly during pre-game and game activities; 
9. Not to interfere in the play of the game in any manner.  This includes running 

onto the field or throwing objects onto the field of play; 
10. All parents are to refrain from entering the dugout to speak to their player or 

Coach unless specifically requested by a member of the coaching team; 
11. Respect the rights and decisions of the MBL appointed staff of Colts teams who 

are charged with the supervision and wellbeing of players and the game; 
12. Acknowledge positively the performance and contribution of all players from 

both teams. 


